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Variable Energy Resources:
VERy Interesting Implications
for the Western Interconnect

Variable energy resources (VERs) are growing in the
Western Interconnect. To backstop the associated
intermittency, the grid needs more firm energy or
transmission increased. The low utilization rate of
natural-gas-fired generation appears to be preferred ov
new transmission infrastructure. New ancillary mark
may be required to mitigate reliability issues.

Amy Sopinka and Lawrence Pitt

I. Introduction

The North American bulk

power system is comprised of

four interconnected regions: the

Western Interconnect, the Eastern

Interconnect, ERCOT, and the

Quebec Interconnect. Reliability

within synchronous Western

Interconnect is currently overseen

by the Western Electricity Coor-

dinating Council (‘‘the WECC’’).

The WECC region comprises

37 balancing authorities located

across Alberta and British

WECC-CA, all or part of 14 U

states (WECC-US), and northe

portion of the Baja Peninsula,

Mexico (WECC-MX). The

entirety of the WECC is show

in Figure 1.

I n December 2012, the WEC

Board of Directors voted t

allow the bifurcation of the

existing structure into two sep

rate bodies: a reliability coord

nation company (RCCo) and 

regional entity (RE). In part, t

separation is the result of con

flicting goals within the single
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ctant to address reliability

es particularly if there are

cted compliance difficulties

Reliability is increasingly an

e in the WECC largely due to

impacts of variable energy

urces (VERs), which require

 energy to backstop inter-

ent production.

comprehensive overview

of the recent history and

cted trends in the evolution

apacity, production, and

and within the Western

rconnect is provided in [2]. In

 article, we focus on the

acts of aggressive policies that

lted in the addition of sig-

ant variable energy resources

in the Western Interconnect,

ine the investment in trans-

ion circuit-kilometers, and

 the utilization rates

arious generating

II. Renewable Energy
Policies and the Growth
in Variable Energy
Resources

One of the most notable fea-

tures of the WECC, and a fact that

is highlighted in [2], is the abun-

dance of low-carbon (nuclear,

hydroelectric, wind, solar and

geothermal) generation capacity

that is currently in place and the

significant additional low-carbon

generation capacity that is

expected by 2020. There are two

distinct mechanisms responsible

for the growth in low-carbon

energy: government policies that

set renewable portfolio stan-

dards/clean energy goals and

investors’ profit-maximizing

behavior.

Renewable portfolio standards

(RPS) exist in all but five of the

exceptions being Idaho, Wyom-

ing, Nebraska, South Dakota and

Utah (South Dakota and Utah

have created ‘‘goals’’ rather than a

legislated target). In the other nine

states the RPS requires renewable

energy to comprise between

15 percent and 33 percent of total

generation [3]. A summary of the

WECC-US RPS goals is provided

in Table 1.

S tates located within WECC-

US have implemented

aggressive RPS goals, particularly

when compared to the RPS goals

applied in the non-WECC US

states. One explanation for the

inconsistent adoption of RPS tar-

gets across states can be found in

[4]. In Figure 2, we show the

energy obligations resulting from

state RPS goals for WECC-US

states as a percentage of total

available generation, assuming

that available capacity is fully

available and generates at its

nameplate rating each hour

throughout the year. This pro-

vides a ‘‘capacity factor’’ type of

measure. We compare this value

to the same metric for the far

larger number of non-WECC U.S.

states. We include Texas in the

non-WECC group, as only a very

small portion of Texas is included

in the WECC [5]. Clearly, the

WECC-US energy obligations

from RPS are far greater than

those in the non-WECC-U.S.

states, despite the already sub-

stantial amount of low-carbon

capacity installed in the WECC.

In Canada, the Province of

British Columbia created the

Clean Energy Act, which legis-

e 1: The WECC’s 37 Balancing Authorities (map provided by Federal Energy
latory Commission)
.S.
nologies. U
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electricity generation would come

from clean or renewable

resources. This differs from an

RPS, as the provincial Cabinet

determines both the generation

mix and which technologies can

be used to meet the clean stan-

dard; nuclear generation is pro-

hibited, as are any future storage

hydro projects while run-of-river,

wind, and solar technologies are

encouraged. Natural-gas-fired

generation used in support of

liquefied natural gas (LNG) pro-

jects for export is exempt from the

93 percent ‘‘clean’’ target but will

likely be subject to the $30/tCO2

provincial carbon tax and may

also be required to purchase car-

bon offsets from the government’s

sole source, Pacific Carbon Trust.

To date, British Columbia has

long-term contracts to purchase

2978 GWh of VERs.

Alberta’s electric grid is

deregulated and all choices

pertaining to the generation m

are made by investors. Over

the last decade, Alberta has

integrated over 925 MW of

low-carbon capacity, almost

exclusively wind facilities,

resulting in a VER penetration

rate of 9 percent based on win

peak load [6]. Alberta does

impose a $15/tCO2 tax on lar

emitters including electricity

generators that produce over

100 kilotonnes of CO2e.

M exico has two policies t

impact carbon emissio

resulting from electricity pro-

duction. The first, known as t

Special Program for Climate

Change, requires greenhouse 

emissions reductions by 50 pe

cent in 2050 over 2000 emissio

levels while the Mexican Natio

Energy Strategy states that by

2024 renewable energy capaci

should be 35 percent [7,8].

The growth in low-carbon

generation driven by the RPS

goals stated in Table 1 and sho

for WECC-US in Figure 1, we

largely aimed at reducing the

carbon emissions from electri

generation although there are

certainly other benefits, includ

economic development. What

ever the underlying reason for

push towards renewables, the

effect of the U.S. RPS’s, BC’s Cl

Energy Act, and Alberta’s inv

tor-driven process is to deepl

impact the capacity additions

required for VER support. As

variable energy resources, such

wind, run-of-river, and solar

penetrate the grid, they requi

additional firm generation to

Table 1: Summary of Renewable Portfolio Standards in the WECC-US.

State Renewable Portfolio Standard Notes

WA 15% by 2020 Extra credit for solar or customer-sited renewables

OR 25% by 2025

5–10% by 2025

Large Utilities

Smaller Utilities

CA 33% by 2020

AZ 15% by 2025

NM 20% by 2020

10% by 2020

Investor-owned utilities

Co-ops

UT 20% by 20205 Renewable portfolio goal

NV 25% by 2025 Extra credit for solar or customer-sited renewables

MT 15% by 2015

CO 30% by 2020

10% by 2020

Investor-owned utilities

Co-ops and large municipals

TX 5,880 MW by 2015 Extra credit for solar or customer-sited renewables

SD 10% by 2015 Renewable portfolio goal

NE None

ID None

WY None
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Figure 2: Energy Obligations Resulting from RPS in WECC-U.S. and Non-WECC U.S. States,
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ording to the North American

tric Reliability Corporation

RC), the increase in VER

ssitates additional transmis-

 to smooth the intermittent

ut across a broader region

 to deliver ramping capability

 ancillary services [9]. In a grid

out transmission constraints,

location of these firming

urces can be geographically

erse.

 Investment in
nsmission
rastructure

hen transmission constraints

ede the flow of electrons, the

othing of output cannot be

ified by geographical disper-

. Moreover, ramping cap-

ity and ancillary services must

rovided by additional gener-

g units located within the

on to overcome the transmis-

 constraints. Although sig-

ant amounts of variable

gy resources were added to

WECC system over the

 10 years, there was no

esponding increase in trans-

ion circuit-kilometers.

y the end of 2011,

CC’s internal transmission

infrastructure included 207,224

circuit kilometers of wire that

allows for the flow of electrons

through the region. Figure 3

shows the total circuit-km of

wires by sub-region. The large

increase between 2007 and 2008 is

the result of a change in metho-

dology at NERC, where <230 kV

wire data was incorporated into

the total values. At the end of

2011, WECC contained 204,417

circuit-km of AC wires and 2,807

circuit-km of DC lines with 320

circuit-km of AC transmission

currently under construction [10].

Between 2010 and 2011, 3,988

kilometers of wires were added in

WECC with the bulk of these

new line additions (�60%) in

WECC-CA [10,11]. Despite this

late surge, the annual growth in

>230 kV line additions averaged

just over 1 percent per year

since 2002.

T he slow growth in trans-

mission rollouts is one issue

that the WECC is monitoring in

terms of the impact on reliability.

In the 2011 State of the Intercon-

nect, the WECC noted that the

organization will ‘‘continue to

perform adequacy and planning

margin assessments to identify its

subregions . . . that have the

potential for electricity supply

shortages based on transmission

constraints’’ [12].

IV. Requirements for
Firm Dispatchable
Energy

In transmission constrained

areas with high variable energy

resources, one of the workaround

solutions is the development of

firm and flexible generating units

within the region. In a regulated

system, the generation require-

ments can be prescribed.

Deregulated markets use price to

incent new investment. When

prices are high, investors seek out

profitable opportunities and build

new generating facilities. As the

supply increases, the price falls

and thus signals a weaker

investment climate. However,

when must-take intermittent

supply is added to the system,

this zero-priced supply pushes

down the average market price of

electricity. This price-depressing

effect is apparent in deregulated

markets [13,14].

I n California and Alberta,

which operate deregulated

electricity markets, the fidelity of

the price signal is weak; low

prices are reducing investment

incentives in areas that require the

firm supply and without a firm

supply to replace the intermittent

one, grid reliability issues are a

distinct possibility. California

faced a debilitating power short-

age in 2001 and may be in store for

another electricity crisis. The chief

executive officer of the California
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has alluded to these difficulties,

stating that the ‘‘problem is we

have a system now that needs

flexibility, not capacity’’ [15].

Although this flexible and firm

supply can come from any gen-

eration technology (or even

demand-side response), typically

it has been provided by natural-

gas-fired generating units. The

utilization rate for different gen-

erating technologies is shown for

the years 2002–2011 in Figure 4.

As expected, the utilization rates

for nuclear and coal are relatively

high as they are used to meet

baseload demand. Renewables,

which include conventional sto-

rage hydroelectric assets, have a

utilization rate of approximately

40 percent.

The key conclusion to be drawn

from Figure 4 is the low utiliza-

tion rate for natural-gas-fired

generating units. Combined-

cycle gas-fired generators are

used to provide baseload energy

and are associated with a utili-

zation rate in the 87 percent range

while simple-cycle (or peaking)

gas plants can have utilization

rates around 30 percent [16].

Figure 4 shows that the fleet of

natural gas units (both baseload

and peaking) within the WECC

less than 30 percent. If transmis-

sion were to be added to the

system to manage the VER

intermittency instead, those

transmission paths would inevi-

tably exhibit that same low utili-

zation rate but at a greater capital

cost. A natural-gas-fired genera-

tor has an overnight capital cost of

about $650/kW [17] whereas the

capital costs of transmission can

range from $1-3 million per kilo-

meter, a figure that does not

include substation or right-of-

way costs and assumes con-

struction over flat and barren

terrain. The construction of

transmission lines over 15 kilo-

meters in length would increase

the capital costs by a factor of 50

percent [18]. In addition to the

cost differential, the process of

permitting, siting, and con-

structing transmission is

approximately 7–10 years longer

than the same process for instal-

ling generation capacity [10].

V. Conclusions

Variable energy resources

require additional firm and flex-

ible energy supply to backstop

their intermittent production.

geographically disparate sour

via the transmission system o

garnered locally from nearby

generating units. Within the

WECC, the increase in natural

capacity, the corresponding lo

utilization rate of that technolo

and the stagnant structure of 

transmission system implies t

participants are choosing to a

natural gas capacity, with its

lower capital cost, rather than

more expensive, difficult-to-si

transmission infrastructure. A

RPS policies are expected to d

significant additional renewab

generation into the WECC, th

decision on whether to accept

low utilization of natural gas

capacity or the low utilization 

of transmission paths will

repeatedly be made.

D espite a sluggish histor

with respect to adding

transmission circuit-miles to th

bulk power system, current es

mates are for over 25,000 trans

mission circuit-kilometers to b

added in the next five years – 

unprecedented achievement

especially given the historic su

stantive delays associated with

permitting, siting, and constru

tion. However, adding expens

transmission capability that

would inevitably have a

utilization rate is not likely the

lowest-cost scenario. If increas

the number of circuit-kilomete

deemed the appropriate soluti

to VER intermittency, the deve

opment of regional transmissi

operators may be required to

oversee the evolution of trans-

mission system. New ancillary

Figure 4: Utilization Rates for Differing Generation Technologies in the WECC
 of
has a combined utilization rate of This can be channeled from
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nature of variable energy

urces. These include energy

alance, ramping, and firming

kets. Jurisdictions that have

 energy resources that are also

ramping, such as British

mbia, Washington, and

o, with their large storage

roelectric systems, are well-

tioned to supply this much

ed energy to the rest of the
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